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ABSTRACT

Several conformal antennas useful for telemetry applications are described. These antennas
make use of dielectric-loaded cavity, edge-slot, microstrip, and dielectric rod radiator
design techniques. Critical design parameters, modes of radiation, and theoretical
considerations are discussed, as well as intrinsic properties and characteristics of the
dielectric materials used. Experimental data relating to impedance, gain, polarization, and
bandwidth are given. Also presented are prototype telemetry antennas and performance
characteristics.

The conformal antennas are flushmounted and designed as an integral part of the body
structure. These antennas are electrically small and compact, occupying minimial space.
They can be designed efficiently for operation in the telemetry frequency band to produce
the desired radiation pattern coverage. Simplified construction and low cost are among the
other advantages realized.

INTRODUCTION

Many of the conventional antenna designs used in telemetry systems fall short of meeting
overall system requirements. This has been manifested by marginal electrical and physical
performance. Typical problems involve the incompatibility of the antenna with its body
structure, low antenna gain, and poor radiation coverage. In many cases this has resulted in
inconsistent and unreliable telemetry data.

The conformal antenna design approach developed in recent years for various missiles and
spacecraft has been found to be increasingly useful for telemetry applications. Antennas
designed in this manner provide a reasonable and practical solution to many of the
problems inherent in conventional antennas, such as monopoles and dipoles. Several
methods are employed in the design of conformal antennas. As a result, a variety of 



antenna designs with many outstanding features has been developed. Some of the
important conformal antenna designs that are applicable to telemetry are summarized.

DIELECTRIC-LOADED CAVITY ANTENNAS

One of the main features of conformal antennas is that they can be designed to the contour
of the bodies on which they are mounted and positioned at many locations. The dielectric-
loaded cavity design method lends itself quite well to the design of conformal antennas.
Several antennas that have been successfully designed for use in telemetry applications
make use of this design method. They can be large or small and in a variety of shapes.

The design is basically a conductive resonant cavity of a particular shape or size, loaded
with a low-loss dielectric material.(1,2) A radiating slot approximately 8/2 at the operating
frequency is cut in the broadwall. The cavity is fed from coaxial line whose center
conductor is positioned across the cavity, displaced slightly from the slot at its center. In
this position the probe perturbs the electromagnetic field and causes the slot to radiate into
space.

Materials and Construction

Most of the conformal antennas that have been designed and developed are constructed
from materials with low rf losses, such as silicone, epoxy, and Teflon fiberglass. The
dielectric substrates are fabricated into preferred shapes. In each case the unclad material
is copper plated to form the cavity. Copper-clad laminate materials are very frequently
used, and the edges copper plated to complete the enclosed cavity. The radiating slot is
subsequently cut into the cavity, and the coaxial feed put in place to complete the design.
A thin Teflon window or cover is often used over the slot and the outer surface of the
cavity for protection. The presence of this thin cover does not affect the electrical
performance.

Other materials that have been used in the construction of conformal antennas are
aluminum oxide and fused silica. These materials have a higher dielectric constant, which
allows the overall antenna size to be smaller and more compact. They are commonly used
as dielectric rod radiators and radomes.

Cylindrical and Conical Radiators

A number of different telemetry antennas have been constructed employing the cylindrical
ring design.(2) The L-band antenna shown in Figure 1 was one of the original antennas
designed primarily for telemetering. This dual-cavity antenna has more than 3.0 dB peak 



gain, broad radiation coverage, and a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of 2 to 1 over a
200-M Hz band. Currently, there are several modifications of this basic antenna.

A 2.375-in. (6.03-cm) diameter cylindrical antenna is shown in Figure 2. Radiation
patterns from this antenna taken on a cylinder are shown in the same figure. The VSWR
and bandwidth characteristics are quite satisfactory. Several of these antennas can be
stacked and used in an array to produce high gain and a beam whose direction can be
controlled. The antenna is rugged and has been used in high-g telemetry applications.
Several dielectric-loaded cavity antennas have been designed into conical dielectric
structures. Most conical antenna designs that have been conceived and developed make
use of the dielectric radomes commonly used on projectiles.

Thin-Wall Radiators

The antenna shown in Figure 3 was designed from silicone fiberglass dielectric with a
0.050-in. (1.29-mm) wall thickness. It is a one-piece copper-plated structure that contains
four cavity-backed slot radiators. The plated-through holes at the center around the
circumference of the cylinder separate the upper two cavities from the lower two. Each
cavity is separated electrically and can be operated independently, in phase or out of phase
with each other.

Dielectric-loaded cavity antennas have been designed with wall thicknesses as thin as
0.020 in. (0.508 mm). A photograph of a 0.032-in. (0.79-mm) thin-wall antenna designed
for use on an 8-in. (20.3-cm) diameter body is shown in Figure 4. The radiation pattern of
this antenna was taken on an 8-in. diameter projectile. Radiation coverage around the body
is very good, the bandwidth is slightly more than a similar microstrip design, and the cross-
polarized pattern is suppressed. This antenna is flexible and can be easily mounted on a
structure with minimum protrusion from the body surface.

DIELECTRIC ROD RADIATORS

Recent development work has made possible practical antenna designs using dielectric rod
radiator techniques.(3) Dielectric rods are end-fired radiators, with high gain, low sidelobes,
high decoupling between radiators, and in some cases broad bandwidth characteristics.
They are efficient with good directivity and can be compactly designed into small
apertures. Many of these features are advantageous in the design of telemetry antennas.
Prototype models of dielectric rod radiator designs are shown in Figure 5; radiation
patterns are also shown. These antennas can be designed to conform to the structures on
which they are mounted, or they can be made to match and look through a radome.



MICROSTRIP ANTENNA DESIGNS

The basic microstrip radiator is a thin composite structure consisting of a rectangular
conducting patch that is mounted over a parallel dielectric backed with a conducting
ground plane, excited by an inductive post fed from a coaxial line.(4) The conducting patch
is approximately 8/2 and separated from the ground plane by a thin low-loss dielectric
material. Various widths—1/32, 1/16, and 1/8 in. (0.79, 1.59, and 3.175 mm)—of copper-
clad dielectric laminate materials are commonly used in the construction of the microstrip
antennas. The 8/4 microstrip radiator is short-circuited at one end and fed at the center
near the short circuit.

A group of two-element microstrip telemetry antennas and typical radiation patterns is
shown in Figure 6. The substrate material used is epoxy fiberglass, the diameter of the
cylinder is approximately 4 in. (10.16 cm) with a 1/4-in. wall, and the substrate is copper
plated on the inside. Two microstrip radiators, diametrically opposed, are used to provide
complete radiation coverage around the body. The overall performance of the antenna is
quite satisfactory, and it has slightly increased bandwidth because of its thickness.

Another antenna that makes use of the 8/4 microstrip radiator is the multifunction radome
antenna (Figure 7). Here, the 8/4 microstrip radiators are designed as an integral part of the
radome at its base. They are copper plated on the surface at certain positions around the
circumference. Each radiator extends around the base connecting with the inside
conducting surface of the radome and is excited from a coaxial probe near the base. This
antenna can be designed to operate in the uhf or L-band region. The design concept allows
other antennas to be incorporated into the overall radome structure.

Piggyback Microstrip Radiator

A novel antenna that has potential use in telemetering systems is the piggyback microstrip
radiator. This antenna consists of two radiators that are designed into a common aperture.
A 8/4 microstrip element is designed and constructed on top of a 8/2 microstrip element.
Copper-clad laminate materials are used. There is sufficient decoupling between each
radiator when used at different frequencies. The pair can be used separately, or several can
be used in an array on a conformal surface.

Spiral-Slot Radiator

The spiral-slot radiator is a unique microstrip design that is electrically small and highly
suited for small-diameter missile applications. The radiating element is copper plated in a
spiral around the outer surface of a cylindrical dielectric tube. The inside surface of the
tube is copper plated to form a conducting ground plane. A coaxial line that feeds an



inductive post connected across the dielectric wall to the spiral conductor is used to excite
the radiator.

A photograph of the spiral-slot antenna is shown in Figure 8. The antenna has a peak gain
of 1.0 dBi and a bandwidth of 3 percent, and the cross-polarized field is 14 dB down at the
center frequency. The spiral-slot antenna has been found to be extremely attractive for use
in the uhf band. Antennas designed in this manner are compact, low cost, and rugged and
can withstand high accelerations.

EDGE-SLOT ANTENNA DESIGN

The edge-slot radiator belongs to a class of circumferential-slot antennas that are ideally
suited for conformal mounting on bodies of revolution.(5) The simplest form of the basic
antenna is a disk of dielectric substrate that is copper-plated on both sides. It is excited
from a single coaxial stub, fed at the center of the disk. Inductive posts are connected
across the two copper-plated sides for tuning and frequency control. By varying the
number and location of the posts, the operating frequency of the disk can be tuned over a
6 to 1 range. The edge-slot radiator is intended to be mounted between two parts of the
conducting body so that the aperture coincides with the surface.

Single and Multiple Radiators

The edge-slot antenna can be designed as a single- or multiple-radiator system.(6) There are
several versions of the single-radiator design. These antennas can be designed into large or
small bodies of revolution. An example of a large edge-slot radiator is a 24.5-in. (62.2-cm)
diameter telemetry antenna developed for use on an Honest John missile for tests of the
multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) (Figure 9). This antenna satisfies all radiation
pattern requirements. There is no sacrifice in structural integrity, and the design is cost
effective.

Another unique design is the low-profile quadrature edge-slot antenna which has
polarization diversity and can perform several functions.(6) It consists of four conformal
parallel-plate edge-slot radiators (one in each quadrant). Each radiator can be
independently excited in any phase relationship for changing the direction and polarization
of the radiation field. The model shown in Figure 10 is 2-1/2 in. (6.35 cm) high and has a
5-in. (12.7-cm) diameter; it can be designed to operate in the 600- to 700-MHz range. Also
in the same figure is the antenna designed into a hemispherical dielectric foam radome.
Because the dielectric material has low-loss characteristics, there are only slight changes in
the radiation patterns in the presence of the radome.



Edge-slot radiators can be fed in series or parallel when used as multiple elements.
Prototype models of an array of radiators used on a small-diameter cylinder have been
designed and constructed to produce a directive controllable beam.

Conical Radiators

Conical or even hemispherical bodies can be designed as practical edge-slot antennas.(6)

Several experimental conical edge-slot antennas have been successfully developed.
Although the radiators have a different diameter when mounted in an array on a cone, each
can be tuned to the same frequency. Because of these and other salient features found in
this design technique, many useful antenna designs are possible.

CONCLUSION

Several unique antenna design techniques have been developed, demonstrated, and found
to be useful for telemetry applications. Those designs that are used frequently on various
telemetry projects have served to enhance the overall system performance. The bandwidth,
gain, and radiation characteristics of these antennas are substantially improved over what
is attainable from conventional designs. Design compactness, conformal construction,
reduced weight, and low cost are other features realized. The potential of the techniques
for the design of various types of telemetry antennas is good. Also, any further
development and exploitation of the concepts presented could be quite beneficial.
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Figure 1.   L-band dual-cavity ring antenna.

Figure 2.   A small-diameter cylindrical antenna.



Figure 3.  A thin one-piece, four-cavity cylindrical antenna.

Figure 4.   Thin-wall wrap-around antenna.



Figure 5.   Dielectric rod radiators with radiation patterns.



Figure 6.   Two-element microstrip telemetry antenna.

Figure 7.   Multifunction microstrip radome antenna.



Figure 8.   Spiral-slot antenna.

Figure 9.  24.5 Honest John edge-slot radiator.



Figure 10.   Low-profile parallel-plate quadrature antenna.


